This paper proposed a complex ontology evolution based method of extracting data, and also completely designed an extraction system, which consists of four important components: Resolver, Extractor, Consolidator and the ontology construction components. The system gives priority to the construction of mini-ontology. When the user submits query keywords to the deep web query interface, the returned result will pass through the prior three components; after that, the final execution result will be returned to user in a unified form. This paper adopted an extraction method that is different from the general ontology extraction. More specifically, the ontology used in extraction here is dynamic evolution, which can adapt various data source better. Experimental results proved that this method could effectively extract the data in the query result pages.
Related work
There are following two ways for classifying the data extraction method: hand-coded or learningbased, rule-based or statistical.
Hand-coded system needs expert's intervention, as the rule or regular expression needs to be predefined. Usually, this expert is the domain expert or programmer. Conversely, learning-based system needs to manually collect training texts for machine learning models' training. Although learning-based system still needs expert's intervention, the intervention in this system is local, rare, and usually for identifying and labeling the special instances in training .It is also necessary to possess an understanding of machine learning to be able to choose from various model alternatives and to define features that will be robust on unseen data. Early systems were rule-based with manually coded rules [3] .algorithms for automatically learning rules from examples were developed [4, 5, 6] .
A typical Rule-based extraction system generally consists of two parts: a rule set, and a strategy set which controls and filters multiple rules. Rule-based extraction is normally based on predicates drivers, while statistical method is based on the weighting of the sum of predicate firings.
The early data Extraction system is rule-based [3, 7] ,and still being studied and improved by some researchers [8, 9, 10, 11] . If the task of extraction is constrained, and easier to be ruled, it will be very useful to use rules. For instances, rule-based system will execute the extraction very quickly for zip codes, or phone numbers in web pages.
Regarding statistical learning method, there are mainly two deployments: generative models based on Hidden Markov Models [12, 13, 19] and conditional models based on maximum entropy [14, 15, 16, 17] . These methods were eventually replaced by global conditional model, also know as Conditional Random Fields [18] .
In section 3, we will briefly describe the architecture of data Extraction. Then, in section 4, the constructing process of ontology will be shown. Section 5, 6, 7 respectively introduces the three main components in the system: Resolver, Extractor, and Consolidator. In Section 8 we will present empirical results on the performance of data Extraction system. Finally, in section 9, there will be a summary and outlook for our research. Figure 1 shows the architecture of extraction system. Right now, we briefly describe the functions of different components. The system first creates ontology in the training text chosen by deep web. The execution process of extraction could be roughly divided into following steps: 1. The area in the left bottom of figure 1 represents the construction of ontology, which has three steps: recognizing data information, constructing mini-ontologies, and discovering inter-Ontology mapping.
Architecture
2. Users input the interested keywords in the query interface of deep web, and then results returned by website will form a query result set. This result set will pass through the collaboration of Resolver, Extractor, Consolidator, and eventually be shown to users as a uniform result. The following contents will focus on the role played by these three objects.
Resolver produces two objects: Row Resolver and Cell Resolver. The Row Resolver takes as input two rows and returns a score of them resolving to each other. It uses the Cell Resolver as subroutines to resolve constituent columns of the input rows.
Extractor helps the system to choose the reasonable extraction strategy: for those pages with extraction rules, there will be a direct extraction; otherwise, the ontology will be used for mapping, in order to extract tables or the data in lists.
Consolidator is mainly used for identifying repetitive data records, and converting those records into one table.
Ontology generation

1. Attribute extraction from query interface
Automatic attribute extraction algorithm can extract the attributes of query interface. There are two parts of attributes: PVAs (programmer Viewpoint Attribute) and UVAs (User Viewpoint Attribute). PVAs are extracted from html tags, and usually tags like <label>, <input>, <option> and <select > include PVAs. UVAs are the results of analyzing the text of the query interface.
2. Instances extraction from result pages
In instances extraction approach, we have two steps to acquire the interested records. The first step is to identify record area that contains data record, and the second step is to separate information on these result pages into records.
About mining data areas: by comparing label strings of single node and combining neighboring nodes, to search for each data area.
For separate the information in the data records, the following heuristic rules will be used: (1) Repeating schema. By observing result pages, it's sure that tags of various data records in a data area have the same order.
(2) The deviated heuristic of standard. We believe the size of result records for a query result page is similar. (3) Identifiable separator heuristic. We can use some separator labels from html text, such as hr, table, tr, td, span, br, b, i, h1 and so on.
3. Automatic generation domain-specific ontology
There is a two-step process for identifying attributes with same meaning. We first look for the synonym in attributes through WorldNet. If synonym exists, we will use those two attribute as two nodes and connect them. As those who can't be identified by WordNet may still have same meaning, we need to identify them by calculating Word matching and String matching. Finally, multiple connections will be created, and we are going to sort the connection by the number of attribute's appearance, and create a root node, then link as a tree, the so-called domain-specific.
Resolver
In this system, concerning random table T, we use following two types of resolvers:
For a Row-Resolver, given by any tuple q, and any row T r in the table, an real score will be exported. If this score was positive, it means the row pairs is eligible for being duplicate, and the magnitude of score implies the level of the decision's reliability.
A Cell-Resolver is attached to each column c, with any provided string x and a cell T r (c), it generates a real score whose sign and size is same with the Row-Resolver. The Cell-Resolver is actually further formalizing a Row-Resolver, and it generally is used for creating labels of data during the extraction process.
1. Creating a Cell Resolver for a column
For a given column value, we use a default Resolver to observe two representative cells in a table column, or to test extraction duplicate or non-duplicate through string equality. For a given column, we use top-k most similar non-duplicate method to train pairs. When the feature of column type is one or more similar functions, a perfect set of duplicate pairs will be used in the training of a binary classifier. During training, we will make suitable adjustments for handling class skew, to avoid over-fitting. We skip the details here due to the lack of space. This training is highly efficient while the number of records in general training is far less than 10.
2. Creating a Row Resolver for a table
We use a Bayesian network to capture how the row-level duplicate decision-making interacts with cell-level decision-making. For this purpose, we designed such a network that its parameters can be easily set by either the cell-level Resolvers, or the observed statistics of a table T. As the variable of row-level decision, Y is used for indicating whether rows and T r are duplicable. Variable Y has a direct influence on whether the cell pairs of each column c are duplicable to each others. We use y 1 … y m to represent decision-making variables, when y c =1, the cells T r (c), q(c) are considering duplicable, and hence cause a joint distribution of these values.
Extractor
This component is responsible for extracting the data in result pages, and there are two possible situations after the analysis of strategy chooser: the system stores the extraction path of that page, or the page in that data source has never been extracted. For the first case, it's much easier; we only need to directly extract based on the extraction rules. For the latter one, by using ontology mapping, we will search for the most correlated sub tree to acquire the extraction path.
The below algorithm demonstrates a most correlated sub tree. Base on observation, the area that contained abundant ontology information generally is the data rear that we will extract. We convert the whole web page to the standard html tree. Following the guidelines of cell Resolver and row Resolver, we will also use a two-tuples (label, value) to represent each data node. Traveling from the root, by using the depth-search to calculate the similarity between the labels (value) of each node with the ontology, the sub tree that has the highest similarity with the ontology will eventually be located. That sub tree is actually the data area that will be extracted. Once the data has been extracted out, we will use unified label for commenting, and so help the integration of multiple heterogeneous data sources. In the case that some extracted raw data has no relative object in ontology, the system will record those data, and make appropriate labels for them by calculating according to neighboring labels or WordNet. Eventually, these special data will be submitted to ontology database, and the ontology database will handle them differently based on their different characterizations.
If the label l i of data d i is similar or same with an attribute N i in the ontology O i , we will simply store the data d i in the value of attribute N i of ontology O i .
If the label of data d i failed to find a relative attribute t i match with, the system would encapsulate it according to the defining model of ontology attribute. Then, the encapsulated data would be added into ontology, as a leaf node.
Consolidator
We now discuss how we use the Row-Resolver scores to consolidate the extracted tables. A straightforward algorithm is to consolidate tables iteratively as follows: Start with an empty consolidated table. Go over each table T in turn and merge it into R. In the merge step, go over each row T r of T, the Resolver on each table to find the highest scoring row R s of R. If this score is positive merge R s and T r , else create a new row in R using T r .
Experimental evaluation
We have conducted extensive experiments over several domains of Web sources to evaluate our approach. Our study intends to evaluate whether our solution can be used for three application domains, ranging from simple query interfaces to nested, multi-field forms, and whether it substantially improves on previous work. The datasets used in our research were shown as Table 1 , for those three domains: Airfares, Books and Automobiles,20 web sites will be picked up for each domain; for each web site, 10 query keywords will be typed into the query interface pages, and the returned results will also be collected. If the results of some web site are more than one page, we will only select first page, while remaining pages are ignored. The retained results will be classified as three types according to the number of query results:
1. Datasets
(1) Empty Result Page (ERP): A page that contains no query result. 
2. Experiment Results
Precision and Recall is the two standard for examining data extraction .Precision is the ratio of the amount of data chunks extracted correctly by this approach to the number of all data chunks obtained from query; On the other side, Recall is the ratio of the amount of data chunks extracted correctly by this approach to the amount of data chunks supposed to be extracted correctly if manual method was chosen. We mainly evaluate the experiment results in two directions: the accuracy of mini-Ontology, and the performance of data extraction.
Figure2 shows the accuracy for creating mini-ontology in three different domains. From the statistic in the picture, the accuracy in Airfares domain is highest, while in Books domain is lowest, due to the various complexities of objects in those domains. (Precision＋Recall), for three different domains, each data is considerably stable, as the Precision in each domain is more than 80%, and the recall around 78%. In those three domains, Airfares is highest for each indicator. One reason is that the mini-ontology in that domain is more accurate. On the other hand, it's also caused by the simple layout of the result pages since various data sources are highly similar. Not only is the accuracy of data extraction limited by the accuracy of used ontology, it's also limited by other factors, such as the number of extracted web sites; When the number is relatively small, there is no huge change for each indicator. However, if the number is big enough, the accuracy of extraction will be improved significantly. This phenomenon could be explained well by the fact that ontology evolution will be more perfect, more suitable for the description of that domain with the increasing extraction pages. Based on various experiment data, it's clear that the extraction system proposed in this paper is efficient and viable.
Conclusion and future work
This paper presented an ontology evolution based data extraction system. The experiments proved that the system could efficiently extract query result pages. We have provided a detailed system design; the whole extraction system composed of four main components: Resolver, Extractor, Consolidator, and ontology construction part. The ontology construction part will be executed preferentially. When the creation of mini-ontology is done, the construction will not be executed any more while only evolution will be launched accompany with the extraction to extend ontology to be more complete.
When the user submits a query request, we will pass retained result pages through Resolver, Extractor, and Consolidator component, and then return final results to the user.
There are still many parts in our research that need to be improved. For example, for the case that the web site of query results exceeds one page, we only extract first page, and therefore the extracted data is potentially not comprehensive. Moreover, as the ontology is gradually extending, we need to have an effective evaluation system to test, in order to acquire the ontology with the best status. 
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